PATRICK SUPPE§

T H E E S S E N T I A L B U T I M P L I C I T R O L EO F
MODAL CONCEPTS IN SCIENCE

When J. C. C. McKinsey and I were working on the foundations of
mechanics many years ago, we thought it important to give a rigorous
axiomatization within standard set theory, and we thereforeresisted
any useof modal concepts or counterfactual conditionals in the formulation of the axioms of mechanics. I continue to think that the use of an
extensional set-theoretical framework is appropriate and adequate for
most, if not all, scientific discourse. As my interests have shifted more
to the foundations of probability and the applications of probability
concepts in the behavioral sciences, however,I have gradually come to
the position that modal concepts, especially as expressed in the use of
probability concepts, are essential to standard scientific talk. Yet, in
a majority of cases the modal concepts remain implicit inthat talk, and
their logic is scarcely used in either theoreticalor experimental analyses
of empirical phenomena. In this gaper I expand on these main points
under twoheadings, probability and physicalspace,each
ofwhich
raises particular issues about modal concepts.
I. P R O B A B I L I T Y

In discussing modal concepts in relation to probability concepts, I shall
assume the standard background of set-theoretical probability theory
as used, for example, in current work in mathematical statistics. I shall
not talk about probability concepts as expressed by special languages
of confirmation, whichhavereceivedconsiderable
attention from
philosophers. The set-theoretical formulation I shall use is the familiar
one of a probability space consisting of a sample space 2, a a-algebra
of subsets of Z and a probability measure on B satisfying the usual
measure-theoretic axioms.
To illustrate these concepts, it will be sufficient to consider a simple
example. Let us look at the setup for flipping a coin three times. The
sample space E consists of eight experimental outcomes corresponding
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to the eight possible sequences of heads and tails that may be observed
in three trials. We can make a number of modal statements about this
experiment in terms either of events or propositions. Because the language of events is more common than the language of propositions
in standard probability theory, I shalluse the former, but I see no
conceptualobstaclesto
the direct translation from the language of
events to the language of propositions. Under the ordinary and standard
semantics we would give for this setup, the following statements would
be true:
41)
(2)

It ispossible that the event of getting heads on allthree
trials will occur.
]Itis necessary that either at leastonehead or one tail occur
in the thee trials.

Other statements of possibility and necessity are easily constructed.
On the other hand, such statements are ordinarily of little interest in a
probability context, either for theoretical or for experimental purposes.
The probability statements in which we are ordinarily interested, however, also have a clear modal character. For instance, let us assume that
the probability measure on the sample space of our simple experiment
is the standard one for Bernoulli trials with p =*. With the addition of
this measure, we can make a number of additional statements of the
following sort :

(3)
(4)

The probability of getting a head on the second trial is
independent of the outcome of the first trial.
The probability of gettingexactlytwotails,given
that at
least two tailsoccur, is

t.

It is clear how (4) and similar statements can be put explicitly into the
language of events or the languageof propositions :

(4‘)
(4”)

The probability of the event of gettingexactlytwotails,
given the occurrence of the event of at least two tails, is 2.
The probability of the proposition that exactlytwotails
will occur, given that at least two tails have occurred, is

t.

In remarking that the semantics of this setup is standard, I mean that
the setofexperimentaloutcomes
corresponds to the set of possible
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worlds in the usual characterizations of the semantics of modal statements. Some qualification is perhaps needed on the use of the phrase
‘usual characterizations’, because the set of experimental outcomes in
most cases of application is considerablymore restricted than the set of
possibleworldsas ordinarily discussed in modal logic. For example,
all set-theoreticalrelations are acceptedas fixed in the set of experimental
outcomes and are not subject to variation in possible worlds; whereas,
in manycases in discussing the setof possible worlds, variations in
everything but logical truths acrosspossibleworlds
are permitted.
Nevertheless, this possible difference doesnot affect seriously anything
I have to say about the modal character of probability statements.
Another divergence from modal logic is apparent in the scientific
practice of handling probability concepts. The probability measure and
statements about probability are all handled in a purely extensional
fashion, and the extensionalstatus of probability concepts isno different
from that of any other scientific concepts. In a natural way, a special
modal status could be given to probability assertions, but it seems to
me that a fair assessment of the practise indicates that the general tendency is exactly the opposite. This is one sense in which I claim that
modal concepts are left implicit in science.I cite as a prime example the
handling of probability assertions.
There isadeepersense
and perhaps a more important sensewhy
modal concepts do not seem to have a prominent place in systematic
formulation of scientific conceptsand theories. This second sense derives
from the fact that in most theoretical and applied uses of probability
concepts of any complexity the set of experimental outcomes, that is,
the sample space, is itself left implicit,
and the analysis is whollyrestricted
to being formulated in terms of random variables. In standard mathematical language, a random variable is a real-valued function that is
defined on a sample space
and is measurable. The requirement of measurability is just that the set of points in the sample space for which the
random variable is less than any given real number x is in the a-algebra
of the sample space. In other words, a random variable is defined with
respect not only to a sample space E, but also with respect to a given
a-algebra on E.
This sounds as if we are simplyextending the apparatus already
introduced from sample spacesto functions defined on the sample space.
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Much of the talk in standard probability texts reinforces this impression.
However, a closer look at what is done and how random variables are
used makes it clear that there is no real interest, either mathematically or
empirically, in thecharacter of the sample space. From a formal standpoint we obtain the disiribution of a random variable in the standard
fashion from the probability measure on the sample space on which
the random variable is defined. But in practice we do not care about
the sample space and deal directly with the
random variable and its
distribution. I emphasize that this is not simply a point of practice in
applied use of probability, but it is also completely standard for mathematical work in probability theory as well.
A typical example of this language would be a standard formulation
X z , ... be independent,
of theweaklawof
large numbers. Let X,,
identically distributed random variables with mean
m and finite variance.
Then for any E >O

In similar fashionstochasticprocessesaredefined
not in terms of
sample spaces, but in terms of sequences of random variables (in the
discrete case)and as an indexed family of random variables in the more
general case.The set of possible experimentaloutcomes is not of interest
and is not considered explicitly, or, to put it in modal terms, the set of
possible worlds is not of interest and is not explicitly introduced in the
apparatus of analysis. A somewhat amusing point on these matters is
that, contrary to the kind of notation logicians would most like ordinarily,
the very notation used for talking about the probability of a random
variable’s exceedinga certain value, etc.,or of having a value lying in a
certain interval, does not itself use a notation for the arguments of the
random variable, but only for the random variable itself. Thus, while
the logical tendency is
to define thenotation P ( X 2 x) by P { 5 :X ( 5 )bx),
the notation without the explicit use of the arguments of the function
is the standard practice.
What I amsayingthenis
that in practice the modal character of
probability statements, as well as reference to the setofpossibleexperimental outcomes or worlds, is omitted, and the modal character
of probability assertions is left implicit.

This elimination of the sample space, and thereby the set of possible
worlds, is not a casual accident, but rather it reflects a natural scientific
tendencytoeliminate excessbaggage.Inpractice,thesamplespace
itself plays no direct role, and consequently, there is no need to use it
explicitly in the formulation of probability statements. One of my main
theses about the status of modality in scientific contexts is that there
is this strong tendency to leave modal concepts implicit, because their
explicit use doesnot seem to have an effective roleto lay in formdating
contrary to the use of
the sometimes confusing
ions from which they
ks thereisindeed,
cy to feel that a bad
has been introduce
tened out in relatively simple
Fishing the sample
tical or population
le from an infinite population
. In any case, the confusion
ample and population does
pts are left implicit.
It is worth examining further what a systematic approach to random
variables would look like that avoids the underlying sample space of
possible worlds. A first thought might be just to identify the random
variable with its distribution. But it is clear that this proposal is not
satisfactory, because any two random variables with the same distribution would be identical, and the completely natural idea of a random
variable’s representing a distributed quantitative attribute or property
of a set or ‘population’ of objects would be lost.
A tentative proposal that would not require any substantial change
in the current mathematical formulation of theorems about random
variables isthe following.
A randomframework is an ordered q u ~ ~ t u p(Z,
l e U , X , F*, F), where :
c” is a finite set,the actual population of objects or events beingstudied;
U is a sampling distribution on E, in simple cases the uniform distribution; X , the random variable of the framework,is a real-valued function
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defined on E ; F* is the frequency distribution of X , necessarily a step
function becauseof the finiteness of E ; and F is the theoretical distribution of X that can in principle be constructed by smoothing from F*
but that in practice hasa fixed number of parameters that can beestimated
from the sample distribution of a sample drawn from E according to the
sampling distribution U.
As in current practice the mathematical study of random variables
would concentrate just on the pair (X, F).Probability statements about
the random variable X are definedinterms of F, and the finiteness
of the domain of X is ignored. Thus,

P ( X < x) =F@),
P ( x , -cX < x2) =F(x2) -F(x,),
and so forth. Since F is a distribution function, it is a nondecreasing
function of x, continuous to the right and such that F( - co)= O and
F( co)= 1, and consequently, such probabilitiesas P ( X < x) are also well
defined in terms of F.
There is, of course, from an intensional standpoint a residual objection to this proposed definition of random frameworks and random
variables. It is that twodistinct properties, e.g.,height and weight,
could in principle lead to extensionally identical frameworks.A way of
reducing if not entirely eliminating this problem is to require that the
random variables take physical quantities rather than real numbers as
their values. (A detailed and explicit mathematical theory of physical
quantities is to be found in Chapter 10 of Krank et al., 1971.)
In the present context, however, a more interesting proposal is to
define random variables as quantitative properties together with their
distributions and to consider onlythe pair ( X , F). Two random variables
(Xl, F,) and ( X 2 ,F,) are then identical under this characterization if
and only if X , and X , are the same properties, i.e., are intensionally
distribution
identical, and F, and F, areextensionallyidenticalas
functions.Inthis
setup, probability statements about X , or X , are
defined as above in terms of F, and, as before, XIand X, continue to be
real-valued functions defined for a given set of objects or phenomena.
It may be claimed that with this proposal the set of possible worlds
is re-introduced in terms of the semantics of property terms. Certainly
this is a defensible viewpoint and I can only saythat the role of possible
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worlds is now more implicit than in the case ofthe sample-space formulation of random variables. Unlike the sample-space approach, the set of
possible worldsno longer enters directly into the relevant mathematical
definitions of probability statements about random variables. The definitions given above in terms of the distribution function provide a selfsufficient mathematical basis. I may seem to be unduly belaboring the
status of random variables as objects, but their widespread use in scientific practice, coupled with a history
of confused identity would seem
to warrant this detail.
II.§PACE

Much of what I have said about probability concepts also holds, in
my judgment, for spatial concepts. The intellectual frameworkfor talking
about space, however, is rather different from that for talking about
probability, and consequently,what I want to claim about spatial
concepts needs its own set of conceptual defenses. I shall conclude by
saying that there is a much closer affinity than many people would be
prepared to admit between the probabilistic concept of sample space
and the concept of physical space.
Whenweexamine the usual axioms for Euclidean geometry there
seems to be nothing of a modal character about them. Ifwe take elementary axioms that depend upon the primitive conceptsof betweenness and
the quaternary relation of equidistance,i.e., xyEuv if€ thedistance
between x and y is equal to the distance betweenu and v, then the axioms
fall into two parts. In the first part we have universal axiomsthat apply
to any points without restriction, and in the second part we have existential axioms asserting that if certain points are given,thencertain
other points must exist.
The explicit formal statement of axioms for elementary geometry,
as in Tarski (1959), requires no modal concepts in the language of the
theory. In fact, the proof of various metamathematical facts about
elementary geometry,for example, the existence
of a decision procedure,
depends upon stayingwithinawell-definedframeworkoffirst-order
extensional logic withidentity.
On the other hand, from a more general standpoint, we can regard
rather
the axiomsof geometry as havingas their domain possible objects
than realobjects. We canchallengetherealexistence
of thepoints
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postulated, and thereby of the other geometric figuresthat are brought
into existence, so to speak, by the existence of the standard manifold
of points.
It seems philosophically straightforward, even if ultimately it is not,
fashion as the set sf
to treat this vastmanifold of points in the s
all denumerablesequences of ones and zero
in thesamplespace
for the expriment of flip
speaking, we construct

axioms for constructive geometry are given in terms of the operation
of finding the intersection of the two line segments determined by four
the operation of laying one line segment off on another.
In order not to have one-point models of the axioms, it is necessary
to assume also as part of the primitive concepts t h e e distinct points
y that arenoncollinear and
do not form an equilateral
(This is the assumption requir
two-dimensional geometv;
four points that are noncoplanar and that do not form a regular tetrahedron are required in the three-dimensional case.) The three distinguished points, a, /?and y, play the role in the sample-spaceconstruction
of the set of outcomes - heads and tails - of a given trial. The reiterated
application of the two basic operations of intersection and laying-off
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of
leads to the construction new
of
points and corresponds
aP
ly
to the operation of forming
the
denumerable
Cartesian
product in the sample-spaceconstruction.
Letmesay
at on
hat I do not thi theconstructivegeometry
formulated by Nan
in the best form to exhibit
ere the ‘sample-space’ nature of physical space. There are
ns for this. One natural restriction would be to build in
more explicitly a theory of actua odies and their motions. The purely
geometric operations we conside do not provide a satisfactory means
for representingbodies and the
otions. Second, by pickingtwoline
segments that are almost parallel, we get at once the existence of points
at an indefinitelylargedistancefrom
our place of initial operation.
It would be a reasonable, but not necessary, condition on the construction of physical space as the set of possible points or possible paths to
require that the operations unfold from the region of initial given points
in a manner that seems more finite and regular.
I shall not attempt to examine the technical details of constructing
the space-time manifold as theofsetpossiblepaths of particles or bodies.
The simpler constructive geometry, based upon the two operations of
intersection and laying-off of segments, provides a conceptual model
of the kind of construction I have in mind. As we consider the closure
of thesetwo operations under denumerable iteration, we obtain a
Euclidean-like space of infinite extent that consists of a denumerable
number of points. (From a mathematical standpoint, the spaceis
isomorphic to a vector space over a Pythagorean field, but t h point
is not essential here.) Just as in the case of the sample space for infinite
sequences of coin flips, we can regard this constructive space of points
as the sample space of possible points realizable by constructive operations. And, just as in the case of the sample-space construction, we can
ask ourselves whether it is reasona le to drop the set of possible points
and be concernedonlywithobjects
that correspond to the random
variables discussed earlier. I do not think the analogy is perfect, but
that itholds,itreinforces
I want to examine it, becauseextent
my thesis that we have a natu
dency to give modalconceptsan
implicit rather than explicit role in scientific theory construction.
In Euclid, and more generally in ancient Greek geometry, there is no
mention of the space of points, and we can do physics in the same spirit.
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As Heman Weyl (1922, p. 152) succinctly
put the matter many years ago,
y the motions of bodies (point-masses) relative to one
another have an objective meaning.
e do not and we cannot
en invariant relations h

ectly observe pure
ngbetweenthem

st of my remarks is to make bodies play the role in physics
variablesplay in probability theory, and to make the
~ n d e r ~ ~space
n g implicit in both cases.
with here is how to interpret the global properties of space that arise
in generalrelativity theory.
ave not thought the matter through in
sfactory fashion, but I would like to co
d of viewpoint I am advocating c m
sistent fashion. The manifold of space-time points is regarded as the
manifold of possible paths of bodies, and this manifold is itself defined
as the asymptotic 1 it of certain constructive operations performable
on bodies.
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